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FE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

SANT A

the direction which this construction
SOIL AMI WATER IS THE PECOS VALLEY.
than upon the results of corporate enter- became confident that the water supply been ilisnoeed of. A considerable num
Some mistakes, of course, hove been must take. The demand lor fruit, early
prise, which are also producing large re- would prove ample tor all the purposes ber of the purchasers have already located
and similar choice products of
statement
ami
demanded
in
vegetables
the
turns. My reason for this is partially
by the reclamation proposed.
valley. Systematic
made. Too much water in some instances the soil has been
enormously stimulated
a personal one, as the aim and object of The soil was there also. Another and publication of a more recent date has
ut
land.
been
the
has
within two or three years past bj great
upon
the great farm cultivation under review most significant fact which observation aroused a wide spread interest in the
achieved
successes
is
iu
in southern California
There
this
an enormous advantage
fits in with the conception I have long readily grasped is the existence of great development of the Pecos valley. Mr. G,
held in regard to the necessity of organ- underground supplies as shown by the O. Shields tells me that he has already region to be found in the presence of and Florida. The Pecos valley, like that
Then again, one al- presence of large Bprings in great num- on file letters, etc., which announce the large deposits of gypsum and other forms of the Mesilla section of the Kio Grande,
izing pioneer life.
and the
ways finds behind every large enterprise bers. All these points as regards water probable coming in this ensuing fail of at of lime deposits, all of it easily worked is ono of the most promising
a sturdy personality.
A little story I supply were to a great extent gathered least 2,500 additional settlers. The num
and cnpahleol ready transportation iu nearest to great markets for all prospec-reareas.
The
fruit
tive
and
and
file
the
ber
num
collated
gardening
on
above
in
the
Mr.
Greene
3,000;
by
ranges
have recently heard illustrates this most
early
quantities sufficient for practical purposes.
visit of Jay Gould to this valley must
aptly : "A Scotch banker bad laid before inception of the enterpiise in which he is ber expected is given above. Theso ex- There is nothing to fear here, except from centconsidered
in evidense of the truth of
him an American mining project for associated. In the whole course of the pected settlers are jiow, or will bp, it is careless farming and too lavish use of be
I am writing.
As a railroad manwhat
of
fide
river
land water. A very able hcrticultu.-is- t
rb now open to reclamation there anticipated, bona
investment.
purchasers
and
Assays of excellent character well verified, with good specimens of were but two small water rights taken up and subsequently will become cultivators tarmer, the famous William Saunders, ager he has clearly foreseen the approachore, were laid before the canny Scotch- under the law of prior appropriation. thereof. One of the interest, hg facts con- superintendent of propagating grounds at ing possibilities for this important class of
man. He called in a mining expert in For a distance of more than 130 miles no nected with the present development is the Department of Agriculture, made quite traffic. And that lie has eo seen is largewhom be trusted.
The engineer looked obstacle whatever was in tbe way of a the presence in the valley of a number of recently an illustration of the value of ly due to the sagacious business insight
and
mk. greene's idea or organizing pro- the
following up of his convicassay certificates over and carelessly reclamation, organization and corporation, Swiss farmers and families. The organi- irrigation, which will bear repealing at tions persistent
in that regard, which Mr. Greene
duction
The banker wnose scope readily broadened with con- zation of this colony is mainly due to the this point. Mr. Saunders said that given
handled the ore specimens.
has
shown
during his past two years'
in this manner extends to the creation of thought he paid little regard to these tinued observation. In this wiBe the out interest aroused bv Mr, Greene's first
light, heat, moisture and fertile soil you
Other gentlemen have sucfacilities for shipment to markets and to evidences and was somewhat amused aa lines became fixed in the mind of its financial efforts in Europe. An agent of would have a perfect condition for agri operations.cultivated
fruit and are still doBusiness aspects the Swiss government visited the Pecos cultural success; with abundant sunshine cessfully
: original
projectors.
the growing of crops which will mature the engineer turned round and said
"Oh, these things are well enough, but grew rapidly and soon grew strong enough valley and reported on the prospects and warm temperature anil the power to ing so. Other farmers have produced alfalfa
a considerable scale.
rapidly and thereby command ine high Mr. B.,
on
and
to
take the entire valley within its therein, before any encouragement was control moisture, the farmer could be his
grain crops
you had better assay your man."
est prices. The orchards are yet in their This is what
I have been trying to do in borders. No irrigation project then con- extended to tbe emigrants. The Swiss own Providence." In other wordH he could Other iuvestors has courageously placed
infancy, all planting having been done this reference to Mr. Greene's work. ceived of and none since formed, without minister at Washington is in constant manufacture his crops with almost the their money and their judgment to aid and
witbin the last eighteen months, but Not to be individious. however, I propose special climatic and Btorage conditions, correspondence and has been ever since same certainty that he might canl, spin build up the success of the Pecos reclamawben grapes and fruit are maturing it is to tell something of the general work such as exist in southern California, was the first colonies arrived, and is a careful and weave wool into cloth. A little more tion. But the gentleman of w hom I am
certain that the season will prove to be done in the creation of the great Pecos or has been able to take on eo admirably inquirer in all matters relating to their care will be required in the beginning of writing has so far successfully and on a
and carearlier than elsewhere along tbe new fruit valley irrigation enterprises.
No one who the fixed outlines and ample area that is welfare. There are some seventy families reclamation than might lie necessary in larger scale foreseen, planned
belt of the continent. The same thing knows will doubt the truth of the state- found in the New Mexican portion of the and a sufficient number of unmarried after days, though under cultivation by ried out a policy of steadfast agricultural
it
can
be
seen
of
men
to
recos
200.
of
over
total
make
a
fine ment tbat Mr. Greens is peculiarly quick bio
The irrigation, intelligent care in the use of development. That,
will be true also in the raising
already,
valley.
vegetables and garden products generally. to perceive the advantages and necessi- A OUEAT REGION THUS UNOCCt l'IKI) AND average area of land in their possession is water will always be a prime factor of has had duo ellect of lifting the wholo
about, 100 acres each, all under ditch, a success. The conditions named by Mr. community over the earliest depressions:
It would take too much space to describe ties combined of a new region, or to unfNDr.VEI.OPKI)
considerable acreage being at present in a Saunders aro all found here. Tbe sun which inevitably come to enterprises of
all tbe details of these operations, but one derstand tbe methods and means by
The direct expenditure of
of the most ingenious in relation to the which development
may be produced. was this. But there were no means with- good state of cultivation. From a con- shines nearly every day in the year; the this character.
water supply is that by which the water He had seen irrigation elsewhere, and in its borders sufficient to secure a com versation recently had with the business productive season continues for not less nearly $1.")0,000 in wages for labor, in
of bis farm ditches is lifted onto land wben he rode into tbe Rio Pecos valley
manager of these people I learn that they than ten months; the range of tempera- salaries for experts, iu the purchase of
petent administration of such a project, take
readily to the new conditions ture which the weather service plai ea at machinery and supplies, in their transhigher than that covered by them or the he was prepared to appreciate tbe re- The
first money invested was raised in of
A an annual
climate
and surroundings.
main canal. It is very simple and yet markable conditions of topography, cli
mean of GO degrees, anil a portation to the place of use, in the buildbarns, offices, hot
very ingenious. By means of an ordinary mate, soil and Water which lay before an Chicago by Mr. Greene, about $75,000. very few of the younger men who variation of 40 degrees in January and 80 ing of dwellings,
Tbe first company organized had Gen. L. are
undershot wheel, put into the main ditch, observant vision.
restless
dis degrees in July, possesses steadiness houses, quarters for labor, etc., and in the
express
always
P.
careful
Bradley, a retired officer of the U. S. satisfaction, yet but one or two have gone ample enough to secure the best condition.
purchasing and planting of tfce
series of buckets on endless chain is APPRECIATION OP OPPORTUNITY
WHAT WAS
x tie
raised and lowered so tbat when filled
view was Averages are often deceitful, even when best varieties of fruit trees, grapevines,
succeeded
army, afterward
Mr. away,
general
agents
by
BEEN.
J. R. McKay, as president.
Mr. that in spite of an early bad season, sold more reliable, paradoxical as the state- shade and ornamental trees and plants,
they are emptied into a flume or wooden
A great and fertile valley from tbe G. B. Phaw, was treasurer.
while this year in its earlier months, the Swiss ment may appear. A few days of tierce the most approved varieties of seeds and
pipe which laid partially under gronnd,
Mr.
R.
W.
Tansil was one of the colonists are progressing well and are heat Buch as are at this date delighting the systematic carrying on of the most
conveys the water thus lifted to ditches Texas line to Roswell, almost wholly unabove tbe canal, thereby' enabling the
large investors and was in the board of likely to become an important factor in the farmers around Eddy, w ill make every careful cultivation over the largest area,
was seen in 1888. As tbe crow directors.
occupied,
Mr. Greene
was general the growth of the valley. Other colonies one in our party, especially the English is an almost etartling proof of one man's
higher lands to be watered. ' On land flies
the distance is not less than 170 manager until a
was from the same country are expected. visitors, declare that the average of sum- faith in his own judgment and plans.
adjacent to the town of Eddy, by means
reorganization
KlCUAHO .1. HlNToN.
of tbe same arrangement and a simple miles. The breadth of tbat valley varies brought about throucrh the Imt that Mr. During the year past, outBide the opera- mer heat must be nearer 100 degrees than
flume and trestle work, water is lifted from one to five miles, covering at least TaiiMl, then, as now, resident at Colorado tions of Air. Greene, considerable effort 80 degrees Fab. Yet tbe weather service
some twenty feet from a secondary ditch half a million acres, mostly arable and arid. springs, had induced Mr. Hagerman, has been made by laud owners andothers is correct.
and distributed over a part of the adjacent At RoBwell and vicinity there were sev- the well known owner of the famous most heavily interested by cultivation of
SUNSHINE, HEAT AND A CLEAR ATMOSPHERE
high land. This application of the bucket eral farms, large and small, whose intelli- Mollie Gibson mine at Aspen, Colo., to considerable areas to prove r faith in
and wheel system combined with pipe or gent owners had brought thenar to a rea invest
in Pecos stock. Col. C. B. the agricultural prospects of the valley. are all combined here, and the moisture
Less than a Eddy was then active in obtaining larger The cost of water service under company needed is obtained in abundance from
nume, is one that will ultimately come sonable state of cultivation.
into large use and prove to be of great dozen great ranchers with their hands, investments on Mr. Hagerman'a nart. operations is now put at $10 per acre for the irrigation ditches. Mr. Greene's
benefit in reclaiming land above the high controlled the Pecos valley from Rosweli and the latter very naturally became the royalty and $1.23 per year for rental and
have not been idle over a fortnight
No complaint
line ditches. It is not only simple, but down. Tbe broad-borne- d
steer occupied president ot the company, Col. Eddy, maintenance.
has yet plows
were first set running in Dearisen as to these terms. The, same rates since they
A few fields of alfalfa witli equal propriety, becoming
the whole region.
quite economical in cost.
and general manager. Mr. Greene exist under the upper or Hondo river cemberof 1890. This fact embraces a voland a dozen miles of ditches, a few groups
SUBURBAN ARBORCULTURE
AND HORTlCt'L
ume
climatic
conditions, which can
of rough buildings and a marked determ-atio- n then determined on carrying out a busiTlio marked benefit which people In run
system. The neighborhood of Roswell
tcre.
hardly be rivaled within the arid region
to keep everyone else out, was tbe ness plan he had long in mind, and es- hue shown the ellect of the activity below, and
flown or weakened
stato of health derive
not
cun
at all outside of
be
reached
A visit to the great farm was one of general
from Hood's Sarsaparilla, conclusively proves
"layout." This was the sum of tablished himself in Chicago as a broker and its farmers have been stimulated to it. The normal precipitation here iu
and
of
increase
of
fruit
promotor irrigation stock uud entervery greatly the area
tbe claim that this medicine " makes the weak
pleasure, alloyed only by the clouds of human interest when in 1889 Charles W.
" I "
dust which whirled about us as we drove Greene rode down the Pecos valley. It prises. He has been very successful in and genera, crops, until some 20,000 acres
strong." It dues nut act like a stimulant,
.
became at once apparent to the trained the new business. He was the first to are now under cultivation in Chaves
Imparting fictitious strength from which tliero
We then paid a visit to
back to Eddy.
months, at from eight to nine inches.
must follow a reaction of greater weakliest
perception of this pioneer, tbat here was organize and develop, and in w hich he county. It is hardly necessary in the
even a more interesting field of operation. a region peculiarly adapted for an enter- has obtained a great reputation iu Great New Mexican to restate the crop pros- The range is therefore from eleven to
than before, but In the most natural way
Britain and Europe, aa well as in the pects of the Pecos valley, but aside from fourteen inches. The elevattion of the
Mr. Greene has not only shown his faith prise on a large scale, provided the conHood's Sarsaparilla overcomes that tired feelwater shed which condole the IVcos,
United
will
fruit
of
not
and
of
States.
it
soil
be
out
ditions
climate
After
a
secure
water
and
creates an appetite, purities the blood,
grapes
achieving
place
supply,
ing,
from 4,000 to 11,000 feet above the
by his works in reclaiming the large areas and
ranges
were in accord with tbe reputation in this regard, this busy irriga- to mention with emphasis: that there are sea level.
and, In short, gives great bodily, nerve,
The lines of longitude e 104 de
already named, but he is creating a borne broad drainage,
tion
two
turned
his
features
of
and
the
the
great crops promising largo profits
pioneer
mental and digestive strength.
personal attention
landscape
farm of 040 acres; has planned ana
lOo degrees; those of latitude
grees and
to the development of the large area of which are likely to lie chatiDguishini
wide area which waited for the occu,
platted a town addition of 240 acres, also
' "Li1.,! eK"eB.""1 3?i,n,;'!!Ue8 to H ,le
land he owned in' this valley.
features
of
The
cultivation
of
man.
first
Mr.
one
first
visit
Greene's
is
Fagged Out
pancy
making laterals, roadways and sidewalks, to the New Mexican
grees
points are
"Last spring I was completely fagged out.
portion of the Rio THE I'ROORESH Of PECOS VALLEY IMPROVE already and will continue to be the back ol the greatest
planting shade and fruit trees, so that Pecos was
connection
in
importance
of
bone
farmer.
the
1888.
My
made
Alfalfa
in
in
of
strength left mo and 1 felt sick and misthe spring
general
streets as well as lots, will soon show the
MENTS
the Pecos valley will always pay largely. with the occupation and cultivation of the
erable all the time, so that I could hardly
He found, in presenting the idea of an
land.
beauty and possess the advantages of
attend to my business. I took ono bottle of
both ornamental and useful trees and irrigation enterprise, active sympathy and since 1890 has been quite rapid, as much A certainty that to the east and south THE PHOIII.EM
ALSO
Of TRANSPORTATION
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and It cured inc. There
a great cattle range will
from Col. C. B. Eddy and a so as was
exist,
In addition to these, there recognition
shrubbery.
necessary to insure a certain renders it as certain that thealways
Is nothing like It." It. C. Bkgolf., Editor
few
others
who
were
ENTERS
interested
the
in
THEREIN.
great forage
has been planned and planted a villa adKnterprise, Belleville, Mich.
on land with other foundation to business projects involving plant which feeda and fattens equally
Options
In 1890 Eddy was the center of a region
dition, laid out in park fashion, covering valley.
"I derived very much benefit from Hood's
240 acres, with fifteen miles of good road- business agreements were made, and the euch large possibilities and permanent re with the best of corn will always comof 400 square miles in extent without a
mand
at
a
market
to
sure
be
Sarsaparilla, which I took for general debility.
great
prices
way already constructed, planted with beginnings ot the great Pecos valley irri- sults. Three rears ago tbe population of
of railroad connection.
mile
built mo right up, pod
It
The
r.io an excelother
is
Through
one
largely
profitable.
fruit trees appropriate to the region, and
'hole valley was less than one ti.ous- - of the future. I refer to a crop
'""yHa8""eH
lent appetite. " Ed. Jenkins. Mt. Savage, Md.
prospective the center of that region now runs the
witn shade and ornamental trees of many
and
now
it
is
six
over
;
B.
decide
to
N.
If
Hood's
thousand,
persons
take
Sarsayou
The experiments Pecos Valley railroad fur eighty-nin- e
sugar beet induetry.
varieties. This addition is to be sold in Mr. Greene in forming the plans. Of Three
years since Mr. Greene built the made last season were very successful,
parilla do not be induced to buy anything clsa
is soon to be continued for
which
lots of from one to five acres each, each these Col. Eddy was foremost. Besides firBt house
miles,
instead. Insist upon having
upon the site of the'town of and the product obtained as analyzed by another
one of which, according to a general plan, the great stretch of unoccupied land, lie
ninety north to Roswell. UltiEddy. There are now two thousand per- the chemist of the Department of Agriculit will be constructed through the
win De lain out in grass, nowersand orna- was able to fully recognize other and im- sons
mately
resident
The
New
therein.
Mexican
ture, showed so large an amount of
mental shrubbery.
There is also being portant facts. The existence of
is familiar with its material progress, and sacharine matter as to satisfy Dr. Wiley wonderland of the upper Pecos region to
A BODY OP LIMESTONE SOIL
planted trees for profit to the extent of
I shall not repeat that tale. It is in every and (he producers also that the future of a junction with the railroad at Las Vegas.
Within a veryBhort period, comparatively
of the whole, the remaining in its virgin state, was first among these,
way a creditable result of so brief a period tbe sugar beet in this valley is a most
one-thir- d
speaking, railroad construction will conbeing of shade and ornamental which, with water
artificially applied, of organized endeavor and energy. It promising one. But a large plant is re- tinue the lines that have partly crossed
varieties.
It ie quite a striking thing to could
if more effort is herewill be a wise
quired, costing considerable money, and Oklahoma ami the Texas panhandle to
necessarily be made the basis of after made tothing
come Into wbat is yet almost a wilderness
enlarge the population on a large area must be brought under cultiand find work of this character being the most fertile agriculture known to the the farms. From
Sold hy all druggist!, ffl; tlx for ?5. Prepared only
Eddy and thence to El Paso on the Rio
of
the
the
day
sucpioneer vation in order to secure
It can be
almost
Grande.
pushed and pursued on such a large scale, American farmer. The great farming promoter who saw the possibiliiieB of cessful returns. It will bethe most
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, LowoU, Mass.
another year positively, that an era predicted
of railroad buildwith sucn comprehensiveness
of detail. districts of the United States are those in this
to the present or two before sugar beet and sorghum
section,
IOO Doses One Dollar
unoccupied
will soon be upon us.
A glance at
and with a conception of future possibilicultivation of limestone soil hour, wben nearly two million dollars culture will be inaugurated in tbe Kio ing
ties tbat almost takes tbe breath awav of which the to
the map of the new southwest will show
been
have
rein
a
has
farmer
the
the amplest
Pecos valley on a large scale. When it is,
expended
improvements,
an ordinaay person. Several residences turn. given
The con- it will be a great success.
Ths richest agricultural communilong stride has been made.
are already being prepared lor the addiare found amid the geologi struction of the dam and reservoir is alone
that
exist
ties
tions referred to.
Mr. Greene's home is cal
an effort worthy ot any corporation. One
here and his family are resident, his of conditions indicated by tbe presence
this formation. One needs but to recall billion cubic feet of water is constantly
beand
representative
general manager
and other portions impounded by a dam 1,000 feet in length
tbe Cumberland
ing his son, Charles, quite a young man to of southeastern valley
Pennsylvania ; tbe great and 50 feet high, which has already shown
have so great a re ponsibility, as he has
fertile stretches of central New York ; the its good qualities as a piece of construcbut just entered his twentv-secon- d
vear.
tion by its standing the severe strain of
The extent of tbe tree planting may be farming prosperity of the western reserve last season.
A canal mileage of over 120
conceived of when it ie stated tbat more in Ohio, Northern Indiana and southern
bine grass region of Ken- miles, 40 of which belong to the main
than 1,000,000 trees, vines and cuttings Michigan ; the fields
is
of
evidence of tbe exanother
middle Tennes channel,
have been purchased the past season. In tucky and ample
and south tensive scale on which the work of reclasee, northern Alabama
every case the best, even tbe rarest, varie- ern
Diamonds. Clocks, Watches and Silverware.
Mississppi ; the central Missouri and mation is laid out. Tbe northern canal
ties have been sought for. I know perof the west, to realize the taking its water from the Hondo river,
other
sonally of Mr. Greene's inquiries of ex truth portions
miles
30
above
is
miles
in
ol this statement, ihe valley ol ninety
Eddy,
Ko False Itrprenpntatloiift made
perts like William Saunders, of the De- the Pecos and adjacent plains of southern length. The two principal canals were
We have selected two oi
Htnre and Fartnry,
of 4iiUOdl.
ftextdoor ttecoud .NMluual
An account of New Mexico still remain
Hank.
partment of Agriculture.
three lines from letters
area projected when Mr. Greene was acting as Croup,
the
largest
the planting, the character of grass and of
But other projects
limestone
formation
and
general
manager.
received
from
unoccupied
pafreshly
stock, with all particulars necessary, is soils witbin tbe Uuited States.
successfully consummated by the irriga- rents who have given German Syrup Diamond Setting anil Watch Repairing Promptly anl Efficiently Bone.
carefully and systematically kept in the
tion company include the construction of
plat books describing the property, so UNOCCUPIED LAND, A FERTILE SOIL AND AN the Hagerman canal, fifteen miles below to their children in the emergencies
that at any time the relative value and re
AMPLE BODY OP WATER,
Eddy ; also large purchases of land south of Croup. You will credit these,
lations of tbe several trees, vines and
of New Mexico and in Texas, with the because they come from good, subplants may be carefully ascertained. Out in capacity sufficient for all tbe demands construction of canal 30 miles in length
stantial people, happy in finding
side of public work, I know of no eucb that could be conceived of were there. above the
n
canal along what so
of experimental
many families lack a medrecord- The Rio Pecos is a snow fed stream, ris tbe lower Pecos in pioneer
thoroughness
Texas. There are
icine containing no evil drug, which
e
keeping in this country, as tbat whicb
eighty-ninof
miles
railroad
also
450
proareas
about
mountain
in
the
under Mr. Greene's direction is now be- ing
jected and constructed out of the condi- mother can administer with coning maintained at Eddy and on tbe farms miles to the north of the Texas line. tions largely created by tbe earlv move- fidence to the little ones in their
OF
and
Thus
conditions
the
topographical
nearby. I have no special data by which
ments I have brif fly outlined.
The ex- most critical hours, safe and sure
to accurately state the amount of cash in- the climatic facts were readily apprehave
reached
about
penditures
already
that it will carry them through.
vestment made in these enterprises and hended, and added weight to the favor- two millions of dollars. This
is money in
Mrs. Tas. W. Kirk.
Ed. L. Willits, of
described.
The
under these projects, but rapidly going able factors already
secured by tbe influence of Mr. Alma, Neb.
part
large
I give it Daughters' College,
altiof
Rio
in
sources
Pecos
are
the
found
over the cost of labor, of machinery, of
under
his
direction
Hagerman,
expended
to my children when Harrodaburg, Ky. 1
stock and of buildings, I find there must tudes of about 0,500 feet to 10,000 and
practically through the supervision troubled with Croup have depended upon
will range of
precipitation
have been an expenditure of not much feet. The
Col. Eddy. It is the work of less and never saw any it in attacks of Croup
10.14
from
inches
to
less than $150,000. Among the improve- annually
of company managethan three
preparation act like with my little daugh.
affording,
according to ment, and ityears
ments and plant, I have failed to mention 14.13, thus
is a work on which all en- it. It is simply mi ter, and find it an in
the weather service, an amount of
the fact thai upon the home place a
valuable remedy,
raculous.
gaged, deserve great credit.
series of hot and glass houses water which is expressed by its tables in
one-hal- f
of our customers
Fully
11.1
cubic
miles
of
for
THE
smallest
SETTLEMENT
tbe
OP LAND
have been constructed, 160 feet in length,
are mothers who use Boschee's Gerwith 40 acres of nurseries attached amount of precipitation to 12.4 of tbe
largest. The coarse of tbe river is nearly has been rapid, though until recently man Syrup among their children.
thereto.
due north and south, with a gravity in very little effort has been made to induce A medicine to be successful with the
ASSAYING THE MAN.
for-thits course of not less than 3,000 feet. immigration,
companies simply supplying little folks must be a treatment
In this, my second visit to tbe Pecos Given therefore, a remarkable fall, a water to the entrymen and purchasers of
and terrible foes of childsudden
precipitous course, a snow fed source, and
valley, Investigating the results of irriga- tbe formation indicated by tbe presence land. By the time the company was hood, whooping cough, croup, diphtion, it will be seen that I have dwelt of lime stone rocks, the trained eye and ready to deliver water from the irrigation theria and the dangerous inflammamore upon the work of one individual brain of the promoter and projector soon works, water rights for 40,000 acres had tions of J ''cate throats and lungs.

make the investigating public see this
also. Becoming the owner of a large
body of laud acquired by purchase as
well as through the land entries made by
himself and members oi ins lainny, u
conceived the idea of organizing colony
immiaration upon farms of not over lorty
acres in extent, to be largely laid out
Orchards-Field- s,
and
in fruit aa well as general crops. Mr,
Vineyards
Greens became convinced very early in
Farms and
the work of reclamation that the Pecos
valley was admirably adapted for fruit
Park.
culture. A studv of the climate and soil
has convinced him that the Beason would
be earlier than in California or even the
Mesilla vallev. He became satisfied also
tbat grapes for table use and as raisins,
COL, HINTON GIVES APPROVAL, would become a leading feature of pro'
duction here. The cultivation of alfalfa
even in these early days he believes will
afford a security for the first efforts of
the farmers he anticipated settling in this
The plan which has thus
valley.
The Great Work and Enterprise formulated
itself in the brain of tbe
promoter and organizer involved on his
of One Man.
cart for successful execution tne invest'
ment of a large expenditure of meney,
comprehensive management and untiritig
patience while waiting for results. As
What an Expert Has to Say of What is early as the means were at his disposal
be began the execution of the plan he
Being Done in the Pecos Valley
had more than a year before mentally
Under the Direction of
mapped out. Tbe plows were set run'
ning in December. 1890. and have been
Oharles W.Greene.
at work, with the exception of a few days,
ever since.

0RGAU1ZMH0MES

THE

Tue sun
was somewhere over the nineties, with a
cloudless sky and the dustflying in all
directions, but chiefly settling upon the
persons of the foreign visitors to this
valley.
These were the conditions of our jolly
party, as we mads way in the forenoon to
see the cultivation and improvement that
is being so extensively carried on some
miles below this town, by Mr. Charles W.
Greene, of Eddy and New York, one of
the founders and energetic developers of
the reclamation enterprises now progressing in the Pecos valley. In spite of the
heat the drive was delightful, and the
work with its organization, which has
been laid before us, was even more attractive than the scenery and weather.
Mr.
Greene has, I believe, the second largest
vineyard in the United States. It is not
as far along, of course, as the celebrated
one given by Gov. Banford to bis new
at Palo Alto. That emuniversty
braces 1,800 acres, and is already famous
for the brands of wine made from its
grapes. Mr. Greene's vineyard covers a
section 040 acres. It was put under
fence and plow in November last.
The
vines presented a thrifty appearance, and
furrows and vine rows
the mile-lonshowed tbe effect and bear every appearance of the most thorough cultivation.
At the upper end of the section extensive
farm buildings have been erected.
They
consist of a large barn, Btables and dwelling in the form of a quadrangle, built on
three sides and open at one end, for the
use of the workmen employed.
I was
delighted to notice that in respect to the
quarters of the workmen, Mr. Greene
carried the conception of an older life as
to their necessities, more than that which
generally prevails out here in the newer
west.
Comfortable rooms, clean, with
wainscoted walls and ceilings, good cots,
etc., occupy two sides of the quadrangle,
the lower portion of which is utilized for
the kitchen, dining room, office of the
foreman, and living rooms, for the family
employed to run the boarding department.
I have seen the great wheat farms of
North Dakota huge in extent and tbe
ranches of California. I have seen cattle
range buildings in Wyoming and elsewhere, but nowhere have I noticed as
comfortable dwellings, manifesting as
much care for tbe labor employed, as
those which Mr. Greene has provided for
his extensive farms in this valley. These
buildings are duplicated upon what is
known as the Lower Farms, which we
also visited, and similar ones are to be
erected at the farm now being plowed and
otherwise cultivated upon the Rio Feliz,
miles above this town.
gome sixty-ev- e
Their character, especially the barns,
show the influence which the early experience of Mr. Greene, in eastern Pennsylvania, etc., has had upon his judgment
of agricultural necessities. Commodious
and conveniently arranged, the effect ef
the construction will probably be felt in a
minor degree upon all the smaller agricultural operators in this region.
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Below the vineyard section we drove
about five miles to what is known as the
Lower Farms, embracing an area of 1,920
Tbe lovers of agricultural life,
acres.
from old Virgil down, would have been
delighted with the scene upon which our
party looked, with itB wide expanse of
fresh brown earth, its cloudless blue sky,
the full blaze of tbe sun and the hum of
farm work all around us. This area Mr.
Greene has laid out in accordance with
the plan framed by him from the very
beginning of irrigation development in
this section. HimBelf a pioneer, with
years of experience behind him, he has
realized fully the perilous firBt years of
all such labor. The losses of tbe civil
war have been many times multiplied
during the past forty years of western
development by the death from undue
labor and exposure of tbe sturdy families
who have pressed forward in the work of
making states beyond the Mississippi.
With clear business insight, the owner
and organizer of these enterprises has
seen from the first tbat irrigation as a
means of cultivation requires a high degree of preliminary organization and
development, and he has done much to

PLAN

OP SETTLEMENT

devised by Mr. Greene was before mj
eyes in looking over the Lower Farms.
Forty-eigh- t
tracts are laid out
and well defined, the whole area being
surrounded by a wire fence, equipped
with suitable gates, etc., with ditches,
main and subsidiary, sufficient for proper
irrigation tbat can be eeen stretching
away. They are clean, well kept and
well made, and like the cultivation in
progress, are a pleasure to look upon,
especially so to those among us who know
something of farming. Waiting the ad
vent of these expected purchasers and
settlers, tbe projector is shrewdly utilizing
his lands for such returns as current crops
mav bring. Great and verdurous stretches
of alfalfa and wheat make bright the level
plain we were looking upon, beneath
our immediate observation, gangs of workmen were systematically
engaged in
plowing, harrowing, cultivating, sowing
and rolling the forty-acr- e
tracts, alfalfa
being the chief crop planted. In this
wise Mr. Greene is making "hay while the
sun shines," while at tbe same time wait
ing for the larger returns which his
colonization plans embrace. He is in no
hurry, apparently, to sell, but wben ready
I learn that the forty-acr- e
lots will be
or twenty acres, in
planted one-halalfalfa and the other half in such fruit,
vines, and general crops, as tbe purchaser
may desire. The twenty acres of alfalfa
will support a moderately sized family
from its own proceeds. At present, alfalfa sells readily at from $15 to 18 per
ton. The projector of this enterprise
anticipates the raising each year of from
four to five tons per acre, from three or
four separate cuttings. At the lowest
present market rates each acre would
bring a gross return of lrom $60 to $90, or
from $1,200 to $1,800 for the twenty acres.
Allowing for a decline in price to $10, the
return would still be $40 to $C0 per acre
for the twenty acres so cultivated.
More
s
than
of this return would be a
net prolit. The security for such a statement is found in the fact that the new
cultivation is surrounded by a great cattle
raising region, permanent in extent and
haracter and likely to increase largely its
demand for this nutritious forage. Other
large bodies of land, both below and above
Cddy, are under Mr. Greene's control and
will be devoted to colony organization in
tbe manner herein outlined. A notice
able feature of tbe plan upon which these
new fruit farms are now being laid out
and are to be hereafter improved, both at
the Lower Farms of 1,920 acres, and at the
Upper Farms, which I've not seen, of 3,000
acres, near the Bio Feliz, some sixty-fivmiles to tne north and up tne recos, is
this : The intention is to have dwellings
and
erected of a grade and
character which will tend to improve the
to
and
tbat
end, if a purchaser ol
valley,
one of these forty-acr- e
farms desires to so
improve bis place as to befit tbe general
cost
and
is
the
design
beyond bis immediate means, Mr. Greene or the "Pecos
Irrigation Farms Improvement company,"
which has recently been organized to
carry on tbe work he has so well begun,
will design and build for the farmer such
construction as may be decided upon and
at rates and terms as will not bear hardly
on the industrious maker of a home.
The advantages of such a plan, if liberally
and wisely carried out, may well be con
ceived. It will be of decided benefit to
the cultivator, while lifting up all con
ditions, and it will be sure to prove a pay
ing investment to the projectors thereof ;
indeed it will be of benefit to the whole
valley, by encouraging comfort and good
taste, and adding largely to the appearance of all home life therein.
THE FARM WORKERS

AND COST.

The organization of such a work as this
has required, of course, large expenditures
of money.
Some idea thereof may be ob
tained wben it is stated that, in connection with these farms and improvements
there aro being carried on adjacent to tbe
town of Eddy under the same direction,
involves the purchase and nse of 130
horses and mules, a number of fine driving horses, other stock in proportion, and
the employment of 175 laborers, paid by
the day or month. It also utilizes the
services of a number of well paid superintendents, foremen and experts, in various
directions.
For example, the vineyard
section, and the farms are under the direct charge of trained cultivators from
California, both in fruit and crops. Mr.
Greene has also had at work an accomplished landscape gardener. There are
other members of the working force not
directly connected with the farming opera- -

tions, such as draughtsmen, clerks, bookkeepers, etc. The agricultural machinery
in use is the very best in the market ; no
new invention or machine can be put on
the market adapted to the use of this section but what it is purchased at once and
used upon these farms and lands. During the present year I have been informed
that over $20,000 have been paid out for
farm implements and machinery. Within
a few days of our arrival a
power
traction engine wun me mom, iiupruveu
size
second
of
used,
the
grain separator
has bfln received at Eddy for employ
ment on the Greene farms. By means of
it, thrashing, road making, and other
operations, will be carried on rapidly.
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The work that has been accomplished
is extraordinary, it is phenomenal, and it
took a master hand to do it.
Journalism in the southwest was too
plodding a field for so energetic a man as
Mr. Greene.
Five years ago the New

1
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Mexican commissioned Mr. Greene to go
the
If von wish to maJce clolfies
white
and write up the agricultural and borii ul
tural poesib'litiesof the lower Pecos feuiou
soon! as begun,
And finish
ft was then a barren prairie, but abundWill
is
ant water was available With his keen
eye for business Mr. Greene, while on this
will
once
if.
And
you
trip, saw the great future which the hring-inof this water upon the adjacent valley
V
lands would assure to the
Lands near the Foot Hills
country, Choice Mountain
Valley and
and with characteristic energy he set himself to accomplish this end. The results
speak in eloquent terms of his success.
Both for himself and bis associates he has
earned a fortune, and scores of earnest
y
men are
accumulating other fortunes by following the path Waned out hy
this pioneer promoter of irrigation enterprises in the southwest.
Mr. Greene's personality and history
are too well and favorably known to the
people of New Mexico, among whom he
has lived for the past twelve years, to need
any mention here.
this country
Hut in his success
presents another example ef what work,
untiring
high intelligence, experience,
0STI.KVTMX OX TI1K DCIIIM HATIt KEWKKVATUlX.
energy, keen perception, fixednees of
purpose and sterling honesty in every
Tim educational institutions of the city Stevenson nominations and will not sup respect, all of which characteristics Mr.
port that gold bug, free trade ticket ; upon Greene possesses in an eminent degree,
Daily New Mexican ot Santa r e are a credit ana a neneut to other
questions the paper remains as will accomplish.
this city. They are constantly increasing
til kind, of Rough and Flnnh.d Lumber! Tmu Flooring t tbe low.M
Market lvicx; Window! and Doori. Alio carry on a general Transfer Baal-n- .t
strongly Democratic as heretofore. The
in efficiency, prosperity and usefulness.
mi'.l deitl In Uay and Grain.
News can not swallow Grover Cleveland's
SATURDAY, JUNE
The capital question is alright. The gold bug views, and the fact that Cleve
of the Wall
people of this territory as a whole and by land is the representative
H.
averylnri;o and decided majority favor street gold bugs. This action of that
the permanency of the capital of New powerful journal will cost the Democratic
Mexico at Santa Fe.
national ticket many votes in the states
of Colorado and Wyoming.
Senator lln.i. is a young man yet and
a vigorous one ; you may rest assured that
THE NEW MEXICAN'S GOOD WORK.
he will get even with the stuffed prophet
Five
thousand extra copies of this
soonof alleged reform and that, perhaps,
journal are issued to day and will be cirer, than the latter thinks of.
For the irrigation of the prairies and valleys between Eaton and Springer one
culated where they will do the most good ;
The Puilic Patronage Respectfully Solicited.
nnd red miles of large irrigating canals have beau built, or are in
MEN'S FURNISHER.
The treasury department advises peo- the New Mexican is always at work adcourse of construction, with water for 75,000 acres Of land. These lands
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in
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new
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a
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look
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wiU
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1,400,000
jour
particular;
dangerous to the average New Mexico
Promptly culled' for anil as promptly delivered.
consisting mainly of agricultural lands.
Suit ft I. I,
For President
of $11 Franciscc St.
newspaper man, who handles nothing nal never says anything derogatory
Tbe climate is nnsurpassed, and alfalfa, grain and fruit of all kinds grow to
BI.X.I 3II
in
I1AKRISOX,
any other section or town or locality
&
less than clean, crisp, new $1,000 bills.
perfection and in abundance.
Of Indiana.
The A., T. A 8. F. railroad and the D., T. dt Fort Worth railroad cross this
New Mexico; it leaves such things to its
will
soon follow.
For Vice President
property, and other roads
Don
Jocrnausts are getting to the front; more or less esteemed contemporaries,
Those wishing to view the lands can secure special rates on the railroads, and
WUITKLAW REII,
the only way to build
will have a rebate also on the same if they should buy 160 acres or more of land.
the Republicans have nominated one as who assume that
Of Xew York.
slander
to
is
or
own
town,
locality
their candidate for the vice presidency up their
New Mexican is
and the Ohio Democrats another as their and abuBe others. The
is indeed greatly
for Cleve
and
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not
that
declared
tias
way
The
state.
of
George
Hesky
candidate for secretary
For full particulars appiy to
gratified at this fact.
land : this would be enough to defeat the press is mightier than the sword.
latter were be not already defeated.
TERRITORIAL FINANCES.
Ward McAllister, the chief of the
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MEXICO!

on the Continent.

Good Schools, Churches, Rallwaj
Over 300,000 acres of Choice Farming: and Fruit Lands. Water enough to Irrigate half a million acres. A climate equal in every respect, and superior In some respects, to that of Southern California.
and Teleitraph Facilities, uoou nuuimj. uiuus ior sm at
TWENTY-FIV- E
TIME
DOLLARS AN ACRE, ON TEN
tlundcr-stormNo
no
no
no
water
bot winds, no northers, no winter rains, no grasshoppers, no malaria, no epl
no
no
bo
drouth,vn0
floods,
this
blizzards,
foes,
right.
cyclones,
including perpetual
trm, intjrit at 6 Der cent,
PECOS IRRIGATION 4c IMPROVEMENT COMPANY. EDDY, NEW MEXICO.
Aciuic diseases, no prairie fires, no snakes, no sunstrokes. Send for maps and illustrated pamphlets firing full articular.
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Widuely? You were friends while you
lived in the city."
"Yes, but vou see we bought adjoining
properties in the suburbs."

"What that?"
"Why, he's a crauk on fine poultry and
I'm growing a garden !"
Azrael, the Angel of Death,
of

SSiiliIi

If

An IrrcnwuNlMc Conflict.
What's the trouble between you and

1

Hovers
aware.
.suspect
sibility
which
tionally

orrlioea Oieoi, and evary one
of the terrlUo private
asesof thatchar- -

nearer us, sometimes, thau we are
It is safer far wheu we are unwell to
his propinquity than to Ignore the pos
of his nearness.
Caution is a trau in
the majority of mankind are constltu-

most positive!?
trimnmteo a cure in every eaia ot
that distressing malady.

y

Wo

I

The proneness to disregard
particularly strlkiug. This
minor ailment Is, however, a predecessor of la
when developed of the
which
a
grippe, malady
most nual cuura' rer, as nioriumy wuubi'
After a chill, or when the premonitory
symptoms ot influenza such as sneezing and
ouu uij
shivering, Bucceeueu uy iwveie.iinu.so immediate
iicss of the skin are
to Hostellers momac
recourse should be
nlitwrK. n upiii&l accelerator of the blood's el
healthful
rotation, which diffuses au agreeable,
warmth through the system Inductive of
bv means of which, the complaint is
exiM'lli'il thrniiirh the nores and its further ten
Wonderfully efficacious to
dency counteracted.
liver
Is the bitters for malaria, constipation,
eoiiiiiliiitit. rheumatism and kidnev trouble.
ihuu-owineaiHNB mil ueioio
n.iuyielding sleep.

A

you

.

Sickness.

j

Hunker Sickness?

Sqtiire LittleHeld (at window, 1..'10 a. m.)
Hullo, therel Who is making that np- roar at tnis timeo' nlghtr Speak, or I'll
Do ot Be Deceived.
Persons with weak lungs those who snooti
Uncle Toby Dun shoot, Mar's Littlefe'l;
are constantly catching cold should wear it's only I Toby. Yo' dun say de odder
an Allcock's Porous Plaster over the chest day dat yo' tink de chie'en house need
and another between the BhoulJer blades whitewaahin, an I cum down see's it did,
ciavs ail. jester.
during cold weather. Remember they
the
weaken
Waited for an Answer.
always strengthen and never
There was a loud ring at Mrs. Blank's
part to which they are applied. Do not
door
bell
one
be deceived by imagining any other
evening last week. The one
domestic had gone np to her room, but
plaster like them they are not may came down and
opened the door.
look it, but looks deceive. Insist always
it was a messenger boy and he brouerht a
on having Allcock's, the only reliable note to Mrs. Blank.
'Tell him to wait until I see if there is
plaster, ever produced.
any answer," said Mrs. Blank over the
baluster.
Circumstances Alter Cases
The girl handed the note to her mistress
Merritt A man has to give up too and went
to her room in the back part of
much when he marries.
the house, leaving the lady to answer the
note
dismiss
and
the boy.
De Garry Well, if I catch that heiress;
The note was from Mr. Blank. It ran
the only thing I'll give up will be my thus:
business.
Darlixo (they were recentlr married) A
customer of the house is in
city, and has
Belief that you "can't be cured" is a asked me to go to the theaterthe
with him. I will
not
be
home
till
do
not
but
of
Take
Simmons
late,
sit
symptom
up or feel
dyspepsia.
uneasy. Hurriedly,
Yodb Own Tom.
Liver Regulator.
Mrs. Blank sat a lone time with the note
in her hand, trying to analyze her feelings.
A False Jlnxliu.
Nettie "Do you believe in the old She was disappointed, lonelv. a trifle iealousand somewhat distrustful. This mix
adage, 'L'homme propose et Dieu dis ture of emotions made her forgetful. She
feared it was the besrinnine of the end. It
pose'?"
Tom had loved her as he once did, would
Caroline (30 and single) "No; l'hom
he would he no, he wouldn't. The cus
me doesn't propose."
tomer could have got to the theater as best
he
might. Tom would have returned tc
One dollar a year will cover your doc
his Nellie.
tor's bill if you take Simmons Liver Regu
Then
she cried a little, and after that.
'
lator.
like a sensible little woman, she went tc
oed and to sleep.
Impossible.
Tom got home at 1L He unlocked the
Goelin That young lady frem Chicago
door, and, seeing something in the hall
is a perfect poem.
chair, turned up the gas to look at it It
Dolley A poem ? And with redundant was a boy, and he was sound asleep.
i i was waiting for an answer." he
feet!
stammered, as Tom wakened him without
Three-fourth- s
of your ailments arise ceremony.
. .
rom liver troubles which Simmons Liver
"Well, you've got it." said Tom. and
he
forthwith bounced him.
Regulator cures.
But the next day he went down to the
omce
and settled like a little man. De
Marbles
For
lie
Keeps.
Why
I'luyed
Your mother tells me that you have been troit Free Press.
Spatts

or Hydrocele. Our aucoesi Id
both those d.ffleultles
tins been phenomenal.

y

X

A SAFE,
SUni! AND TAINLESS
METHOD rOUTIIE CUKE OF

if"!

mi

Fistula and' Keel al Ulcere, without
danger or detention from business.

g

m

x

Call upon or addross
with stamp for free con- suitatlou or advice,

Ms k Mis)

(Drs,

02!

17th St.

The Daily Hew Mexican
By NEW MEXICAN PRINTINQ CO.
-.

Entered us Becond Class matter

07 8CBSCRIPTI0H.
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, permomh, by canier
Daily, per mouth, by mail
Dally, tbree mouths, by mail
pally, six months, bv mall
Dally, one year, bv mall
Weekly, per month
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, per six months
Weekly, per year

at the

RATES

$

2,i

ffaVThe Nsw Mexican Is the oldest news
paper in New Mexico. It is sent to every Post
Office In the Teiritory Hud has a large and: sow-ta- g
circulation among the intelligent and
people of the southwest.

SIIOOTIKG STARS.
A

Dark Secret.

"Oil, Wadsleigh, which way?"
"Going down to have a pair of trotisera
"Trousers prcssod? Whore are they ?"
Got 'em on!"

"Sh!

MU'OllK

WHllC-SiNI'Si-

Among the thousands of testimonials of
cures by Dr. Miles' New Heart Cure, is
that of Nathan Allisons, a well known
citizen of Glen Kock, Pa., who for years
had shortness of breath, sleeplessness,
pain in left side, shoulders, smothering
spells, etc. j one bottle of Dr. Miles' New
Heart Cure and one box of Nerve and
Liver Pills cured him. Peter Jaquet,
Salem, N. J., is another witness, who for
twenty years Buffered with heart disease,
was pronounced incurable by physicians,
death glared him in the face, could not lie
down for fear of smothering to death.
Immediately after using the New Cure he
felt better and could lie down and sleep
all night, and is now a well man. The
New Cure is Bold, also Free Book, by A.
C. Ireland, jr.

Newspapers Endorse.

"Educators are certainly the greatest
benefactors of the race, and after reading
Dr. Franklin Miles' popular works, can
not help declaring him to be among the
most entertaining and educating authors."
New York Daily. He is not a stranger
to our readers, as his advertisements appear iu our columns in every issue, calling
attention to the fact that his elegant work
on Nervous and Heart Diseases is distributed free by our enterprising druggist,
A. C. Irelandt Trial bottles of Dr. Miles'
Nervine are given away, alss Book of
Testimonials showing that it is unequalled
for nervous prostration, headache, poor
memory, dizziness, sleeplessness, neuralgia, hysteria, fits, epilepsy.
Xo Longer Young.
Miss Maud "Isabel is a charming girl,

isn't she?"

Yes ; heart faifure.

1(0
100 playing marbles for keeps, said Mr. Figg
)U) sternly to his trembling, son. Is that the
6 00
10 00
beat use you can find for your time?
2j
?iYcb, sir, sniveled Tommy. I ain't old
1 !.old enough to play poker.
2 01

AU contrasts and bills for advertising payable
monthly.
Ail communications intended for publication
must be accompanied by the writer's uame and
address not ior publication but as an evidence
of good faith, aud should be addressed to the
editor. Loiters pntaiuiug to business snoald be
addressed to
Haw Mexican Printing Co.,
fcfauta Fe, New Mexico.

Blood Dlticruieii In eith
ir dux. irjojr malt
new healthy
blood

iciwroiaofierrout system.
and brio.
tae roteat
floib of

-

CERTAIN,

FE-

Pleasant to the taste and readily taken
is Si.nmons Liver Regulator. It cures
heartburn.

mibii.
SPEEDY.

IIOBB'S MEDICINE CO.,
AN FRANCISCO or CHICAGO.
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HISTORIC AND MODERN.

Mountains of Mineral, Fruitful Orchards and Otuer Resources.
--

AT THE GATEWAY OF THE NATIONAL PAEK,

5

June

18, 1892.
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What He Could Do.
It was at the time that Albert Sidnev
Johnston was in command at Bowling
ureen, ii.y., and ueneral Hardee was or
dered with his command to that place
from Columbus, Ky. At that time the
bridge over the Tennessee river at Dan

A Wise Parent.
Your father does not withhold his

He
consent to our marriage because I am his
employee, I hope.
bhe Oh, no. He says he'll give his con- Sent as soon as you get your salary raised.
Funny Folks.
The Usual Beanie.
She (wearily My head aches awfully.
He What have you been doing?
She I've been trying to decide whether
that bargain I got today at a bargain
counter is a bargain or not. New York
Weekly.
Ho Worked.
"I'm aisgusted with you tramps. Why
don't you work?"
"I did work very hard last week."
"What doing?"
"Digging out of jail.
Press.

Pronounced Hopeless, Tet Saved.
From a letter written by Mrs. Ads E.
Hurd, of Groton,S.D., we quote: "Was
taken with bad cold, which settled on
my lungs, cough set in and finally terminated in consumption.
Four doctors gave
me up, saying I could live but a short
time. I gave myself up to my Saviour,
determined . if I could not stay with my
friends on earth, I would meet my absent
ones above. My husband was advised to
get Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, coughs and colds. 1 gave it a
trial, took in all eight bottles ; it has cured
me, and thank God 1 am a well and hearty
woman." Trial bottles free at O. M.
Creamer's drug (tore, regular size, 60s and
1.

8t. J.aui:i, Mo., cr Indianapolis, Iml.

! VilliN
A SPMItl.TV.
Statea.
DISK CO., St. Louis, ViO.

W3 rpfar to evory fsank In Thirty

FOR THE CAMPAIGN.
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Too long
deluded
the unhappy victim of
catarrh in the head. He's been
told that it can't be cured. Don't
you beliovo it. It can be, and it
cartons or inquisitive with to know, a book for every!
boily. 275 paires. Only II. Sent by express prepaid.
is no matter how bad or of how
r.
j. vr. bate, cnicego. in.
It has been done
long standing.
for thousands
by Dr. Sage's CaOther
tarrh Remedy.
remedies may palliate for a time ;
this cures for all time. By its mild,
soothing, cleansing and healing
it conquers the worst
properties,
Would not tempt the bwy,
cases.
Its makers offer, in good
twitling1, brainy American
to part with the priceless faith, a reward of
500 for a case
treaiure of good health,
which he can gain and pi e of catarrh which they cannot euro.
serve by the une of those
They are able to pay it. Are you
Safe, Hure. Effective aui
able to take it?
Unfailing
CHINESE
The symptoms of catarrh arc,
Vegetable Bemedies. headache, obstruction of nose, diswitn wnicn tne great
charges falling into throat, someLee Wing Brothers
times profuse, watery, and acrid, at
speedily and permanently
care every form of Nervous, Chronic, Priva'e others, thick, tenacious, mucous,
Find Sexual Diseases. Lest Manhood, Seminal
purulent, bloody, putrid and offenweakness, irrors of Youth, Urinary, Kidney
sive ; eyes weak, ringing in ears,
Liver Troubles, Diseases of the Heart, Lungs ans
Throat, Diseases of the Blood or Skin, Dis- ases deafness ; offensive breath ; smell
of the Stomach and Bowels, Rheumatism, Nets
and taste impaired, and general
ralgla. Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Syph
Ills, Ohouorrea, Gleet, and all eaknesses auC debility.
Only a few of theeo
(diseases of any organ of the body.
IKK
remedies cure where all symptoms likely to bo present at
other means fail. Censultatiou and examina- once.
Thousands of cases termition free, and only a small sum of the remedies
ball for consultation, or write f ymptoms lully. nate in Consumption and end in tho
enclose stamp for reply.
grave, without ever having maniLEE WING BROTHERS. fested all these symptoms. Dr.
Sage's Remedy cures the worst
IB34 Larimer 8t., DENVER, COLO- - cases.
60 cents, by druggists.

A Million

Dollars.
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Notice in hereby given that the follow-MissNettio (icily) "Humph ! Charm-- i named settles
has filed notice of his inl,
mean."
to make .final proof in support of
you
tention
lg
his claim, and that said proof will be
made before the register and receiver at
Santa Fe, N. M., on August 17, 1892,
Good Looks
ne 4.
Good looks are more than skin deep, viz: Sixto Garcia, for the n
n )i n w M, sec. 27, tp. 14 n, r.
depending upon a healthy condition of all
the
names
He
to
witnesses
following
the vital organs. If the liver be inactive, Drove his continuous residence nc-oand
you have a bilious look, if your stomach cultivation of, said land, viz: Jose Man
be disordered, you have a dyspeptic look
Martinez, Manuel
and if your kidneys be affected, you have uel Sandoval, Julio Juan
Martinez y Gutierrez,
Jose Martin,
a pinched look. Secure good health and all
M.
of
N,
Luuiy,
you will have good looks. Electric Bitdesires
who
to protest
Anv
person
ters is the great alterative and tonic, acts
the allowance of such proof, or
directly on these vital organs. Cures against
of
substantial
who knows
any
reason,
pimples, blotches, boils and gives a good under the law and
regulations of the incomplexion. Sold at O. M. Creamer'!
such
terior
should
why
department,
proof
drag store, 50c per bottle.
not be allowed, will be given an opporat
above
mentioned
the
time and
tunity
e
An Edition J)e Luxe.
the witnesses of
place to
He An honest man's the noblest work said claimant, and to oner evidence in
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
of God.
A. L. Mohhison, Register.
She Yes bat the edition is very limited

Piinione
,tll,urs OhU lt.,11 4'nr-liil- n
JI.U
epetilul clrctltui-eHo. 4004, 3 ft. 6 in. luag, not 8I6.0O
" 2I OO
No. 4009, 4 ft. 6 in. "
- " $23.00
No. 4010, 5
IBO
new
eoo
Also
paj;o cntaloptue tor
IROJ. Creat cut of about 40 percent from
former hat. BOOKS FRlE. postage
IOc.
Tyli-r'-

It

Homestead No. 2852.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,)

SPECIAL RUN No. 19.
liRKATKST
i I.I K OS K.tRTIl.

YOURSELF!j

SALT LAKE CITY

Notice for Publication.

111

Xow in Heakon.
The World'a Only Sanltariuia Statistical Informatloa for Tourist, InvaliJ
What's the matter, Johnny? called his
for Piirohnw of l'iiitc-n-.
mother.
and Health. Seeker.
inr.v Ifonri of t Im- - Territoi-ol' etv Mexico.
Cramps, shrieked Johnny, doubled up
Whereas, there has accumulated in the
Tbebitohiai Boaeo or Education.
with pain.
From this it will appear that Santa Fe is
territorial treasury, to tlio credit of the
mnce' ,of' J?,nm relatively warmer in winter and cooler in
irV
Oh, yes, severely ; you've been in swim
interest and sinking fund, a
penitentiary
8. Stover, Amado Chaves, .nmmer than nthrr
ttaaiey,
r,l,.. hnvino- nenrU-ming, have youf
Prof. P. J. Schnei'il er
surplus in excess of :f.',()00, 1, L. iirailfoni
tne same annual temperature, compare
,
XT
KKV TO Till: AM- v
Prince, governor ol New Mexico, hereby
Amado Chaves the difference between the coolest month
it o, ma am, it s the other kind green 8upt.ofPubliclnstruction
hi
First train
give notice that 1 wiil receive bi'in for tlio
and the warmest month for these places.
HISTORICAL.
'i
n
Nn.
apples.
with
neols
nit
sale of the penitentiary bomla of thr terIn Santa Fe the monthly runge is 3U.S, in bound,
in
roturniiiti lit 11 IT,
Santa Fe. the cit-- of the TTnlv FaIH, nf at. Boston, 45.1;
vt Smihi
ritory at the govcrnnr'enllice, al Santa Fe,
llncklen'a Arnica Valve.
Second train
40.4; Buffalo, 44.8;
is the capital of New Mexico, trade- Detroit, 44.6; Albany,
I
No.
Francis,
west
with
connects
Grand Haven, 48.7; North
up to 12 o'clock of Saturday, July Itjtii,
The best Salve in the world for cuta,
center, sanitarium and Archepiscopal see. Platte, 62.3: We find that Suntn Ke has tlio l:irn. in.
lh!C
und will then purchase from the
bruises, sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever An Indian Pueblo had existed on the site
trnin Icttvcs Suntn r- itt
Third
lowest bidders said bonds to the amount
spring temperature of northern Illinois and necls w ith No. 4 ciist bound,
sores, tetter, chapped hands, chilblains vious to the 15th century. Its name prewas Indiana, the summer temperature of northof $.'1,(100, reserving (lie right to reject any
a. in.
corns, and all skin eruptions, and posihut.
it.
Nos. 1 anil 2 ili'O tin
oi,.,,in,,i ern Wisconsin anil Michigan, tho autumn
orllo
ami all bids which may be deemed distively cures piles, or no psy required. It before Coronado's time. The Spanish town temperature of Wisconsin and Michigan,
hi i'HSO trmns.
Mini
4
re
Is guaranteed to give perf t satisfaction,
in
advantageous) to the territory.
8
Nos.
Santa
Sonllo
of
the
Fe was founded in 1605, it is there-tor- e and the winter tetnierature of central
in Cnl:inri
irii.n
L. Blum iuu) I'iunci;, liovf rnor.
the second oldest European settlement Illinois and Indiana. In other words, by
or money refunded. Price 25 cents ner
Santa Fe, N. M., June 13, lvc.
still extant in the Uiyted States. In 1804 staying in Santa Fe, the invalid pets the
box. For sale aiC. M. Creamer's.
Oame the first Venturesome Amnricnn trnilm- - favorable summers thuta resident of SpringTUIO DADLTD is
the forerunner of the great line of mer- field, Illinois, can get only by
Notico for I ti lI it :i ( i ii .
Notice for Publication.
emigrating fi." Ills I Ml L.II
chants who have made trail! c over the Santa annually to Lake Superior.
Kxcliniit
Homestead No. 2lMs. ;
Homestead No. 2855.
when contracts ut ml
Fe trail, world-wid- e
in its celebrity.
Here is meteological data for 1801 as furlor it.
Land (Ji ii k at Saym I'V, N. M., i
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., )
nished by the U. S. local weather bureau:
CITY 0F SANTA FE.
iN'.:.i
.Way
47.3
June, 17, 1892. f
temperature
The city lies in a charniint? nonlr nn the Average
51.3
Average relative humidity
Noiico is hereby given that li e followNotice is hereby given that the follow
Aokxts Wantud MhIp ami'. Female,
West side of the Santa Fe range and is shelvelocity of wind, miles per
old anil young, $15 to
per ilnv easily ing miinoil icttier has filed notice ol Ms
ing named settler has filed notice of his tered from the northern winds by a spur of Average
hour
7.3
intention to make final proof in suDnort low hills which extend from the mountains Total
mailp, selling otir Queen Plating lui lite, intention to make final proo1' m support
rainfal
10.73
of his claim, and that Bind proof v,i i ho
of his claim, and that said proof will be west as far as the Kio Grande. It lies in the Number of cloudles
and doing
cold, Silver, Nickel, l
1115
to much) before register and n r ivcr at
and Urass Plating; this is war rai-made before the register and receiver at center of the valley at the mouthofanictur- - Number of fair days days
107
wear for years, on every lass of ..letal.
Santa Fe. N. M., on August 17, 1892, viz: esque canon, the chief entrance to the Pecos Number of cloudy days
viz.
,iiita l'e, N. M., on June !i, i,v;
113
Vio-Marcelino Garcia, for the i e !i, sec. 26, National Park, and through which runs the
For tubercular "diseases the death rate in Tableware.'Jewelry, etc. Light and enhiiy '
K.sij'iihel fur the Mr' i ti '., sec.
a
r
iuu
ouiua
Deautuui
e,
stream
mountain
11
to
New Mexico is the lowest in the union, the handled, no experience required
T, ii, r.
e.
operate
tp. 14 n, r
having its rise in the Santa Fe range of ratio being as follows: New England,
them. Can lie carried by liuml with eiteo
I,
it.
lie names the following witnesses to mountains.
Its elevation is 6,868 feet. Ita Minnesota, 14; southern states. 6: New Mex from
II
a i;rip Bai l.. to
as
same
to
house
mi:
tin,' foilowii..; v.
prove bis continuous residence unon and
house,
is 7,860. It has good schools and ico, 3.
popuiatinn
are
ins
resnb. in'',
cultivation of, said land, viz: Jose Man churches. There is an excellent
or
satchel.
nnmi
tuitions
y
ur.d
prove
making
Agents
system of
busi:
DISTANCES.
uel Sandoval, Julio Martinez, Manuel water works. The
cnilnaiio
mi'l land, vi..
rapidly. They sell to almost every
city is lighted with gas
l i .;!''-!Martinez v Gutierrez. Juan Jose Martin. and electricity. It has
Sunt
Santa Fe Is distant from Kansas Pity 809 ness lioue and family, and work.-ho.Marline,
more points of hisall of Lamy, N. M.
toric interest than any other place on the miles; from Denver 388; miles; from Trinidad, Cheap, Durable, Simple, and within r:m Ii David T.
Jn::"i :..-- t'il f
;i, M:.xin,o
216
miles; from Albuquerque, 83 miles; from of everyone.
Plates almost iristi.ntly, Tierra At nriiiii, N. .M.
Any person who desires to protest North American continent. Land may be
316 miles; from El Paso, 310 miles;
l
for
Anv 1
oil Who
against the allowance of such proof, or purchased at prices to snit the rich or the Deming,
V
equal to'tlie finest new work.
who knows of any substantial reason, un poor. Five acres in Santa Fe or vicinity from Los Angeles, 1,032 miles; from San circulars, etc. Queen City Silver ,t Nickel againsr me iiiiowiuu c ol su.-l- p;oc;, or
miles.
will
be
1,281
more
than can
nroduced Francisco,
produce
who knows of nnv substantia! reason,
der the law and the regulations of the in
East St. Louis, ill.
Co,.
Plating
else in the world. Our markets
POINTS Or INTEREST.
tinilrr the law and Hie rrjiiliilioiis of the
terior department, whv Buch proof should anywhere
are close at hand and we can successfully
There are some forty various points of
itit'rior U pertinent, win- surh proof
not be allowed, will be given an opporcompete with any other locality. Since the more or less historic
interest
should
in
aud
not 1m' allowed, wiilbe given an
about
mentioned
and
above
at
the
time
tunity
first frsit tree was planted in the Santa Fe
the
ancient
e
city.
the wituesses of valley there has been but one failure in the
place to
opportunity at tho above mentioned lime
old
cm the spot
The
adobe
stands
palace
utid
wiinft-scsaid claimant, and to offer evidence in fruit crop. What place, what country can
plit'C to crosi fxiimino th
where the old Spanish palace had been erectui suiil i lniiiiiitit :,i,
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Id Lb E.M. Johnson, Jr. D. 8. College duty Al- -

ville, Tenn., had not been completed, and
the general and his command had to be
ferried over the river to cars on the opposite side.
ot a Certainty.
When General Hardee had crossed the
Jarvis How do you know they are not river supposing, of course, that a SDecial
car had been provided for himself and his
married?
military stall he accosted a brakeman
Tompkins She doesn't look confident belonging to the train with the question:
wnere snail 1 and my staff bo?"
enough.
The brakeman, having no idea who the
How to get Thin.
was, or of what bis staff consisted
The only safe and reliable treatment general
after surveying him and his sword thor
for Obesity, or (superfluous fat) is the
and somewhat contemptuously, re
"Leverette" Obesity Pills, which grad- oughly
plied:
ually reduce the weight and measurement.
You can go Into that car there, and vou
No injury or Inconvenience
Leaves no can stick
your old staff out of the win- wrinkles acts by absorption.
dowl" xouth's Companion.
This cure is founded npon the most scientific principles, and has been used by
Got It Back.
one of the most eminent Physicians of
"Tell me, dearest, what Is it?"
Europe in bis private practice "for five
As Bertram Calloway uttered these
years," with the most gratifying results. words and
gazed down into the face of the
Mr. Henry Perkins, 29 Union Park,
fair
young creature at his side, he felt in
Boston, writes: From the use of the
that she was about to give him
"Leverette" Obesity Pills my weight has stinctively
some new proof of that great devotion
been reduced ten pounds in three weeks
so often revealed to him.
which
she
had
and my general health is very much im"I was thinking, dearest." she said soft
proved. The principles of your treat- ly, as she shyly-lookeup into the great,
Glenwood Springs, Aspen
ment are fully indorsed by my family
eyes bent so lovingly npon hers. Leadvillej
In proof of my gratitude I passionate
wnen we were Anally settled down
tnat
Ehysician.
give you permission to use my and married, how much I could save
AND GRAND JUNCTION.
you
name if you desire to do so."
m necKiies.
Price $2.00 per package, or three packan
later
Half
hour
there
mizht havt
THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE TO
ages for $5.00 by registered mail. AU been seen walking swiftly through the al
orders supplied direct from our office'
rrini-lad- ,
Santa Fe IB New Mexico Faints
most deserted streets of the great metropThe Leverette
Specific Co., 839 olis a young man who muttered
strangely
Re c hint ill the principal towns and mining
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
In
nimseu as ne paused underneath a
Colorado, Utah aud New Mexico.
camps
friendly lamppost to gaze at a glittering
A Doubtful Claimant.
THE
FAVORITE LINE
TOURIST'S
object that he held in his hand. "It's all
Phyllis Why should you be doubtful right," he whispered hoarsely to himself,
MOUNTAIN
RESORTS.
ALL
TO
about marrying him ? You say be loves
mat's tne same ring." Cloak Review.
All through trains equipped with Pullman PalmOS
you.
aud Tourist Blupiaf Cars.
Before and After.
Perdita Yes, but I am afraid he won't
First Stenographer How manv words
For elegantly illustrated descriptive hooks free
make me a good husband.
minute did Sloe & Shoor require vou to of cost, address
write before they gave you the job?
Phyllis What makes you think so?
A. S. HUMES,
S.K. H80PEJ,
limn.
Second &. une hundred and fifty.
Perdita He refused to run himself in
Ms'l us Gu'lKtT. tro Soarer. Oeal fta.4ft!.!t.
How
S.
First
words
do
have
many
you
debt to get me a two-carring.
DENVER, COLORADO.
to write a minute for them now?
Second S. About twenty-five- .
Jester.
aUfee' Nerre Uin Pill.
Act on a new nrinelnln ravnlaflns tka
stomach
and bowels through the
liver,
nerves. A new discovery. Dr. Miles'
Pills speedily cure biliousness, bad tasta.
Untorpid liver, piles, constipation.
equalled for men, women, children.
Smallest, mildest, surest I 60 doses, 26 cto.
Samples Free at A. O. Ireland's.
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lacking.
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An Appropriate Motto.
Mrs. F. (to Fogg, lighting his evening
cigar) Daniel, I'm thinking of buying
some new mottoes for our rooms. What
kind of sentiment would you suggest?
Fogg Botherl I don't care what you
get. Only let it be something new. We've
had enough of your "God Bless Our
Home," "The Lord Is My Shepherd," and
all that sort of thing. Let it be something
new.
Mrs. F. I'm real glad, Daniel, that our
opinions are exactly alike. How would
this suit you: "No Smoking Allowed
nerer" Boston Transcript.

u

Co. K, 10th
Captain W.

Infantry

T. Duggau

1st Lieut. W. PealdhuJ
aa. ueaa.

liauce, Ohio.
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D

ON.

Colambu

BU,

Great altitudes furnish a gymnasium
where the respiratory organs are compelled
to be exercised, and; consequently become
larger and more efficient.
Altitude, also, prevents instead of inducing
hemorrhage, as was the old opinion. This
fact has been well established by experience

and observation.
Prof. M. W. Harrington, chief of the V. 8.
weather bureau, says :
"Santa Fe lies in tiie driest part of the
United States.
This region is extensive, but
changes in form from season to season.
Santo Fe is always in it, however.
THE

WATERS

OF

SANTA

K.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION.

The annual temperature varies but little
from year to year. The following tables tell
the tale:
TBAB. ANNUAL

1871
1878
1874
1875
1870
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

HUN.
47.9
4K.5

48.0
47.6
47.6
47.6
60.2
46.0

lacking

ANNUAL

Jan'ry
Feb'ry
March
April
May

Jane..

OF NEW YORK.
jofin

I Mii

&

Co,

General Agenta for New
Mexico axul Arizona.

Tliit rniiultri of the policies now maturing ulniw that tli EUl'ITA HI h
far In ad t tin re nf any other Life fninrmnce (Nunpany.
If yon wiflli an IlluntratJoa of tlift rcsalts nn tieie pollclM
ud jit.
adilrtaa nd date ut birth tu
W RCUOX lHl.lt a CO., ha.it Fe.
N. M.( n.l It wlJl recelva prompt attention.
(s

MIAN.

JjJJlJ

.ism nvEEOHrVisrio

184...
1885 ..
MSB ..
1887 ..
1888 ..

1889...,
18110,...

1891....

Jnly .,
August
Sept.
Ocl
Nov

Dec

Tl

rni

arts.

Ia the Beat Equipped Educational Institution in New Mexico.
It has twelve Professors and Instructors.

1882,..,
im.1. ...

MONTH.

58.8
81.7
89.1
45.6
66.0
66.4

m

TTT3

MRAN.

It

Science and Agriculture.
....47.7
....47.6
...411,0

3

Civil

offers

2

cboloe of foir conrtes

Mechanical Engineering.
4 Classical.

Engineering.

...48.4
... 4U.8
... 50 4
....47.8

The annual monthly values will show the
distribution of temperature through the
year.
MONTH.

Li

J. F. Danter

of the
American Health Resort association says:
"It is worth traveling miles to drink of
such waters as flow through this deep cut in
the mountains and supply the city of Santa
Fe for domestio purposes and for irrigation
of the fruit farms. The water is absolutely
pare, cold and fresh from the melting
snows above, or trickling from springs in
the mountain side. It is free from all lime,
alkali or other ingredients so very injurious
to the consumptive patient. Such water is
a great boon anywhere and at any time, but
here, where other features of sunshine and
pure air combine to produce an ideal
climate, it is of special value."
Dr.

Hie i ssii'ii Sin

MIAN.
68.0
65.9
69.0
49.4
16.7
40,1

s
To prepare for entrance to the College It sustains a
PKBPAn.lTOUl
SCHOOL,
it has an elegant building equipped with 110,003 worth ot reference books,
apparatus and machinery. Three terms eacb jeer Autumn opens Sept. 7; Winter,

Not. 80; Spring, March T. Entrance
Books Pre. Plenty ol boarding at about

fee S3 each year. Tuition and Teat
per month.
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THE BLESSED RAIN.

The Daily New Mexican
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Highest of all in Leavening Power.

Gov't Report, Aug. 17, 1889.
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SYMPTOMS Of LITER DISEASE:
Loss of appotiti' ; ki'i lircit !i ; lad taste tn
umlur the
the mouth ; tout-ti-e round ; patn Mi
often
BliouldiT-blwlein tli ku k or
;
stomach
sour
mistaken fur rheumatism:
Indigeswith flatulency an.l
1'V turns;
tion; bowels lux ntal costive
villi dull, heavy sensation;
headache,
restlessness, with sensation of having left
to have
something undone which ought
tad
been (lone; fullness alter eating;
venuw
tired
temper; hlues: and
of skin
eyes ; dizziness, etc.
Not all, but always seme of these indicate want of action of the Liver, tor

mi

H

If

ABSOULTTELY PURE

It Came Down Last Evening
ing a Great Deal of Good and
Some Little Damage.

Do-

A glorious rain swept over Santa Fe
It began at 4
county last evening.
o'clock, and in an hour and a half a fraction less than one inch of water fell. The
weather bureau shows .99 of an inch ; on
the south side of the river and across the
valley toward Ga'isteo it was much
heavier. In twenty minutes the mountain arroyos were booming torrents; the
suburban ditches carried full streams to
grateful Hardens, orchards and farm, and
the Kio Santa Fe carried a flood, being
forty feet in width at Don Gaspar avenue
bridge. The storm lasted nearly two
hours, then the sun came out and went
down in a halo of gorgeous beauty.
Some little damage wbb done by washing
out culverts, and Robert Heluig and several others whose homes are below the
irrigating ditches suffered Borne loss by
having their houses (lftoded. In the way
of eeneral eood. however, it would be
difficult to estimate how much this welcome raiu has done. For the fruit growers
it was most timely.
lioiee Wincst.
Claret, Port, Sherry, Catawba, Muscat,
Angelica 75 cents a gallon, at Cliaa.
Neustadt & Co's.

lllll't'll XotlctK.
At the Presbyterian church
Sunday, June 26, Sunday school at 9:45
a. m. ; usual services at 11 a. m. and 8 p.
in. Rev. Mr. Mylne, of Canada, will
preach on both occasions. Seats free; all
are cordially invited lo attend.
Services in the Metiiodist Episcopal
church
June 20, as follows :
Sabbatb Bchool at 10 a. in. ; preaching by
the pastor at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Topic
in forenoon, "Possession of and position
in heaven." In the evening, "Lessons
from a trip through southern Santa Fe
county." Visitors and travelers are welcome to all the services. Seats free.
Church of the Holy Faith, second Sunday after Tilnity: Holy communion at
7 :3d a. m. ; Sunday school at 10 a. m. ;
morning service at 11 a. m. ; evening service at 8 p. in. Subject of morning sermon, "Tlie Christian's Power." In the
evening, "John the Baptist." A cordial
invitation is extended to strangers and
visitors.

At the Exchange : B. C. Moore, Rico,
wife and daugh; Juan Santistevan,
Plaza concert from 7 to 8 o'clock to ter, Taos; James L. Barton, San Pedro;
morrow evening.
W.P.Gould, F. H. Mitchell, Cerrillos;
s
issue of this journal is the best H. C. McFarlan, Charles Taylor, Mitch
A IVnllf iitiaty
laily paper in New Mexico, and don't you ell, N. M. ; George B. Wardman, Taos;
A census of the inmates of the peniforget it.
McCulloch, El Paso; A. C. de Baca,
tentiary shows that 32 out of 132 can
neither read or write, and under a law of
Hand made Mexican cigars made city; M. E. Becker. Albuquerque; J.K,
the last legislative assembly, Supt. DeMier
ii
especially for the Arcade trade, are one of Adair, Silver City; A. S. Leustrum, Her- has inaugurated a school within the institu,
W. Aker's new deals.
mosa; V al Schick, San 1'edro.
tion, those inmates capable of performing
y
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that a convict unable to read or write
.
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Melt Headache,
lysp.-ninJoseph; Charles E. Jones, Pueblo; G. three minutes the fire boys had their hose
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i'un.tipatlnn.
iluuuilica.
M. Jacobs, Trinidad; W. C. Kreusch, C. cart well manned and went dashing to Hood's Sarsaparilla over the entire uni- that the ignorant will constantly have an
Jiiilney Airectiolls.
Colic.
to learn. They will be taught
Mental leiressiiin,
special purpose, and the whole is under L. Floor, Youngstown, Ohio.
ward the barracks followed by a great verse," writes Mrs. Longenecker, of Union opportunity
n
iustitution was found- its construction had been commenced.
This
both English and Spanish.
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